Term: Autumn Term 1 2020

Homework Grid

Class 2

Sir William Craven was born in Tudor Times and this was a really interesting time in history. For your homework this term we could like you to find out more
about England during the time that William Craven was growing up. Each activity will be awarded Dojos. To be awarded the maximum number of Dojos
your homework must been well presented, thinking about handwriting and spelling. Try and complete at least one activity a week over this half term.
Up to 2 Dojos
Write a poem about Henry VIII.
Think about how he lived, what he
ate and what he did.

Up to 4 Dojos
Research Henry the VIII and his
six wives. Write a sentence about
each wife.

Up to 6 Dojos
Watch the Terrible Tudors:
Horrid Henry Special. Write a
review of the video.

Signed:
Design and draw a piece of
jewellery for a Tudor Queen. Label
the types of rocks and stones that
you would use
Signed:
Draw a picture of the Golden
Hinde sailed by Sir Frances Drake

Signed:
Create and make a Tudor crown fit
for a Tudor King or Queen.

Signed:
Find out about the clothes worn by
Tudor Kings and Queens.
Design a Tudor outfit fit for a
Tudor King or Queen.
Signed:
Write a ships log for a shipmate
on one of his journey’s on the
Golden Hinde.
Signed:
Henry VIII is said to have written
the song Greensleeves. Can you
write a new set of lyrics to go
along with the song?
Extra Dojos for performing in
front of the class.
Signed:

Signed:
Find out about any Tudor links in
Yorkshire such as castles,
buildings or other important
structures.

Signed:

Signed:
Draw a map of the world and show
where Sir Francis Drake sailed.
Highlight the different countries.
Signed:
Research Tudor Games and create
your own with rules and equipment
if needed.

Signed:

Up to 10 Dojos
You are Tudor Spy, write me a
story about your mission you have
to complete during the Tudor
Times.
Signed:
Write an article for a magazine
reviewing one of Henry VIII
outfits.
Signed:
Make a model ship fit for a Tudor
Explorer.
Signed:
Video yourself completing a Tudor
Dance. Email or bring into school
on a memory stick. You can involve
other members of your family too.

Signed:

